Setting Up XSEDE Resources with Scientific Visualization Software
While the purpose of this webinar is to expose you to various scientific visualization
techniques and the concepts behind them, we want to make sure you have the tools to use the
scientific visualization tools available to you through XSEDE and be successful with them. Here,
we are going to show you how to set up your personal laptop with a scientific visualization
software called VisIt. There are two ways you can then use it: (1) simply on your laptop
AND/OR (2) connecting to XSEDE resources and the computation time you have available to
you there.
Software Download
VisIt is available as a stand alone package from the VisIt webpage at
https://wci.llnl.gov/simulation/computer-codes/visit/executables
Select the executable for your computer’s operating system. Once you download VisIt, it
will walk you through installation and setting it up on your personal computer. It is a relatively
large software, so this may take some time.
Data Download
For this webinar, we are providing you with numerous types of data from different
domains of science. These resources have been compiled from the San Diego Supercomputing
Center, VisIt itself, and the Swiss Supercomputing Centre.
If you have not already done so, you can download the folder of data from:
https://github.com/cheinemann/SHI_Viz_Webinar_Oct2018
This will download it to your local computer. After uncompressing the folder, you can
put it on the XSEDE resources that you would like to visualize the data from. To do this for
Comet, you should be able to use the scp –r command to move the data from your local
computer to the location on Comet that you want to store it. In addition, you can try to use wget
on Comet to download the data directly, but you will need to unzip the file after doing so.
Connecting to XSEDE Resources (EX: Comet at SDSC)
Now that you have VisIt installed on your personal computer, you are able to generate
visualizations locally. If you have extremely large data and it will take a while, or you need to
build your visualizations in parallel, you have the option to connect to XSEDE resources and
build your visualizations there, but utilize the GUI provided for you on your personal computer.
While the process is relatively similar for numerous XSEDE resources you have available to
you, we are going to demonstrate doing this by utilizing Comet at the San Diego
Supercomputing Center.
First, open the VisIt application that you installed on your personal computer. The first
time you ever open it may take a while. Once it is open, you should see an option for Options in
the menu bar at the top of the screen. If you click on that, you should see an option for Host
Profiles… Select that, as shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows an example of what you will see
after clicking on Host Profiles.

Figure 1: Selecting the option for Host Profiles

Figure 2: Host Profiles menu; here you can see that I have numerous hosts available to me, but
your Hosts menu on the left side of the screen will most likely be empty.
In the Host Profiles menu, select the option for New Host in the lower left of the window. You
should now be able to enter text in the Host Profile menu. Use the following text:
Host nickname: SDSC_Comet
Remote host name: comet.sdsc.edu
Path to VisIt Installation: /opt/visit
Username: *Your personal username for SDSC resources*
Tunnel data connections through SSH: Check this box to enable

Your configuration should look similar to the one in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Options for Comet configuration. The Username option is specific to you
Before closing the window, switch over to the Launch Profiles option at the top of the screen
next to the Host Settings tab. Select the option for New in the middle of the window and enter
the following options in the Settings tab:
Profile name: normal
If the option is available for Launch (parallel engine using job control system), then check the
box to enable it. If it is NOT available, do the following:
Select the Parallel tab in the center of the screen next to the Launch option. Then, fill in the
options as follows:
Launch parallel engine: Check box to enable
Parallel launch method: qsub/mpirun
Partition/Pool/Queue: normal
Default number of processors: 16
Default number of nodes: 1
If you have more than one allocation, you can choose which one you want to charge. If you only
have one, you should be able to leave the Bank/Account option blank
Time Limit: Set to 01:00:00 as a default, but should be changed based on your needs and what
you are trying to do

After filling all of these options in, your window should look similar to the one in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Setting up parallelization capabilities between your personal copy of VisIt and SDSC’s
Comet
If you believe all of your settings are correct, click the Apply button in the bottom left hand
corner of the screen. Please note that your settings are not saved yet. We need to explicitly go in
and save the changes we just made. We can do this by going back up to the Options selection in
the menu in the top left of your screen and choosing Save Settings as seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Select option to save settings under OptionsàSave Settings
Now, you should be able to connect to Comet from your personal VisIt application.
Connecting to Comet from VisIt Application
Now that we have configured all of the settings to be able to connect to Comet from
VisIt, we should be able to run jobs this way. Please note that, while this is specific to Comet
here, you have the option and resources available to you to be able to connect to numerous
XSEDE resources. For each one, though, you must go through the same process as above to
configure everything. The process will be similar, but some of the options will be different
depending on what resources you are attempting to connect to.
To connect to Comet from VisIt on your personal computer, we need to first make sure
that VisIt is open. If you have opened VisIt, you should see 2 screens: the first is what looks like
a menu bar with numerous options such as opening files, adding operators, etc.; the second is
going to be a blank white screen. For now, this is fine.
In the window with numerous options, select Open. Figure 6 shows what this should
look like, both what the Open option looks like as well as what you should see after selecting
Open.

Figure 6: (top window) Open option in the VisIt menu screen; (bottom window) What you
should see after selecting Open

Notice that the option for Host at the top of the ‘File open’ screen by default is set to ‘localhost’.
This is fine if you are going to be running everything locally on your personal machine. For this,
though, we want to change the option for Host to the resources we want to use. In this particular
instance, that is Comet. To do this, click on the small blue drop down arrow in the top right of
your screen. If you click this, you should see a drop down menu with the option to select any of
the resources that you have set up profiles for. Click on Comet. This should look similar to
Figure 7.

Figure 7: Selecting Comet out of the list of Hosts that you have available to you
After selecting Comet, you may be prompted for your password. If so, enter it at this time. This
assumes that you have set up everything correctly to allow you to login to Comet. If you have
not done this yet, you will most likely receive an error that tells you that it could not connect to
Comet. You can set up your access to XSEDE resources by following the instructions at:
https://portal.xsede.org/mfa
Now, you should be able to see all of the files you have available to you in your default directory
on Comet. You can change directories through the Path option at the top of your menu screen.
Choose the directory where you put all of the tutorial data we provided you for this webinar.
Once you have selected one of the files in that directory, select OK in the bottom right corner of
your screen. You are now ready to begin visualizing!
NOTE: For the files provided to you here, make sure you are selecting a .silo file if it is available
for whatever data you are attempting to visualize. After selecting OK, if you have selected the
correct file, you will receive no errors, but there will still be no image in the blank white screen.
That is perfectly fine.
Connecting to Comet through VisIt while Visualizing Data

As stated previously, even after selecting the data you want to visualize, the larger
window will still remain blank. VisIt does this on purpose. If you are visualizing an extremely
large amount of data and are making lots of changes to it, there is a good chance that your
computer will not be able to keep up with the changes that you’re making. To bypass this, VisIt
requires you to explicitly tell it when to draw something.
A quick example of this would be selecting the noise2d.silo file in the
/tutorial_data/misc_data folder. After selecting this file and clicking OK in the bottom right
corner of the screen, assuming there are no errors, the file name will now appear under the
Active Source heading in your menu screen.
We will explain why we are going to use the following operators on the data during the
webinar itself, but as a quick test we will go to Add under the Plots menu and then select
Pseudocoloràhardyglobal, as seen in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Choosing the operators to visualize the noise2d.silo data

After we have chosen this operator, we can select the Draw button under the Plots menu where
we previously selected Add.
At this point, if you have selected to connect to Comet, you will now be prompted with a
dialogue box to actually connect to Comet. You have the option to change some of the settings
that we set as default previously. Since this is a relatively small example, we can leave the
defaults as is. After selecting OK, you will see another window that shows that your job has been
submitted and is waiting for resources to be allocated to you. The window should look similar to
that in Figure 9.

Figure 9: The type of window you should see after requesting resources on Comet to actually
visualize your data
This process of allocating resources for you may take some time, depending on how many nodes
you requested and how long you specified you want them for. Once the necessary resources have
been allocated for you, your Draw command will go through and what was once a blank white
screen should now look similar to that in Figure 10.

Figure 10: After receiving allocated resources, the Draw command will execute and, assuming
everything has been done correctly, you should see an image in what was once a blank white
window
Congrats! You have just created your first visualization!
Additional Exercises
For a more comprehensive tour of VisIt, as well as instructions for how to visualize the
Aneurysm dataset in the tutorial_data folder that we provided you, please visit:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/186m8wO4TaHeY_BGNj4FdQiVDnEX4fsaQ/view
You may have to download the document due to the size of it

